Here's The Trouble With Anchorage
Says Winner Of 'What's Wrong' Contest

V.F.W. Plans Trip To Post Hospital
Under the direction of Senior Vice-Commander Donald F. Smith, Denali Post 1885, Veterans of Foreign Wars of Anchorage, will present a program at the auditorium of hospital number 1 at Ft. Richardson next Monday evening.

Disputes that arise between nations ought to be settled in accordance with the right of justice and not by power alone.

The senator added, "To achieve these ends, to provide machinery, for a peaceful settlement of future international disputes, I believe the president is ready if necessary, to sacrifice his political life.

Transportation Depot, Better Grading, Drainage System and Library Given As Among Needs

What's Wrong With Anchorage?
I. STREETS
a. Improper or inadequate grading and drainage.
b. No flushing away of debris and dirt in snow on "shaving days."
c. Tardy removal of snow from sidewalks.
d. Broken sidewalks, below grade sidewalks, no sidewalks.
e. Sleek and hard surface for Fourth and Fifth Avenues to the city limits.

II. PARKS
a. Insufficient street lighting throughout the city.

III. PARKING AND STORAGE
a. Various downtown streets during the winter months, causing congestion, catching debris and snow and interfering with street work.

IV. LACK OF STREET MARKERs
a. Lack of street markers, confusion in names as East Eighth, East H, and H. Place, insertion of names of streets between numerals such as Anderson Avenue.

V. COMMUNITY BUILDING
a. Needed to accommodate a small or large group with kitchen accommodations for rent for civic groups, churches, schools, etc.

III. TRANSPORTATION PROBLEMS
a. Taxi stands and bus lines: Too many problems concerning the location of stands. Too many hit-and-miss drivers, and to what places. (Suggested solution: Erect on Fifth Avenue city property, Eastern and F streets, a structure for terminal transfer, with all city or out-of-town bus lines. All loading and unloading to be on a given route near the rear of the building entrance. The front on Fifth to be kept clear of all bus lines. Also, applications for cab or taxi stands accepted, owners and drivers investigated, bonded, assigned parking space and rented office space. No other

Thunderbolts Trap Column of Nazis, Kill 200
A U.S. FIGHTER BASE, England, (AP)—Two Thunderbolt pilots trapped a German column on a road south of Bayeux today with well-placed bombs and estimated they killed about 200 of the Nazis in strafing attacks.

The pilots were Lts. E. W. Sanders, Houston, Tex., and Maurice Martin, Blue Field, W. Va.

They dropped two 500-pound bombs in front of the column and then two in the rear, trapping the soldiers between the big craters.

"They tried to run for it but couldn't get out," said Sanders. "We flew up and down over them, strafing with our machine guns. Very few got out alive."

Germans Predict Belgian Invasion

LONDON—German broadcasts predicted today that the Allies would invade Belgium soon, between Dunkerque and Ostend, and said that airborne troops on the invasion front were helping to pack an Allied punch in an increasingly bitter battle in Normandy.

This letter, submitted at your request, is not fault-finding but is in the true spirit of cooperation by one happy homeowner, permanently established in Anchorage.

Buy War Bonds and Stamps